FOAM FEEDER

FAST, CONTINUOUS FOAM FEEDING

The Union Tool Foam Feeder will continuously destack and feed foam (EPS) sheets onto various conveyorized processes, accepting foam sheets ranging in size from 4’ x 8’ up to 4’ x 16’. Sheet thickness may range from 3/8” to 4”.

- A vacuum head picks up and positions each sheet over a built-in conveyor leading into the process
- Foam sheets can be fed with or without feed gap
- Two separate lift tables lift and maintain a feed height for separate stacks of foam
- The vacuum head feeds all the foam sheets from one lift, then automatically traverses to the second lift, without missing a foam feed cycle
- As the second stack of foam is being fed, the first lift station can be reloaded, a full stack at once, from one of the two included loading carts
- Programmable controller includes foam feed counter and variable conveyor speed, up to 100 feet per minute

Want to see it in action? We’ve got a great video and it’s yours for the asking! Just give us a call at (574) 267-3211 or e-mail us at uniontool@kconline.com.
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